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1. Introduction

In the modern world, transparent conductive films (TCF) are extremely common and criti‐
cally important in electrical devices. In our homes or offices, they are found in flat panel dis‐
plays such as in TVs, laptops and in touch panels, of phones, tablet computers, E-readers
and digital cameras [1]. Besides, they are also used as the electrodes for photovotaic devices
such as solar cells [2] and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [3]. Liquid crystal display
(LCD) is by far the largest user of transparent conductive films but many devices are show‐
ing rapid growth in popularity such as touch panels (362 million units in 2010 with annual
growth of 20% through 2013), E-paper (30 fold growth expected from 2008 to 2014), and thin
film solar cells (expected sales of over $13 billion by 2017) [4].

The dominant transparent conductive material used today is tin doped indium oxide (ITO)
with a demand growing at 20% per annum [5]. ITO has been studied and refined for over 70
years, and as a result, the material offers many beneficial properties. However, ITO has cer‐
tain drawbacks, mainly reflected on the depleted supply of raw material and their brittle‐
ness. The supply of indium is constrained by both mining and geo-political issues, which
leads to dramatic price fluctuations over the last decades, from ＄ 100-＄ 900, as shown in
Figure 1. The high price of indium determined the high cost of ITO, since they compose
nearly 75wt % of a typical ITO film [6]. In addition to the raw materials, the expense of set‐
ting up and maintaining a sputtering deposition line, as well as the low deposition yield
(3-30%) [7] also increases the cost of ITO. Though current devices are typically based on rig‐
id substrates, there is a continued trend toward flexible devices. As ITO tend to fracture at
strains of 2%, they are completely unsuitable for using in flexible electronics. Therefore, new
transparent electrode materials have rapidly emerged in recent years, including carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), graphene and metal nanowires. The intrinsically high conductivity cou‐
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pled with high aspect ratio yields films with high transmittance, adequately low sheet resist‐
ance, and superior mechanical flexibility. These material properties, combined with
inexpensive material and deposition costs make these emerging nanomaterials very attrac‐
tive for as transparent electrodes. Of the three dominant nanoscale materials, CNTs are per‐
haps the most promising and mature intensively investigated.

Figure 1. (a) Global demand for resistive style touch panels by area; (b) Average price of Indium over the last sever‐
al decades; Reprinted with permission from reference [4] copyright 2011 Wiley.

This review will  focus on transparent  electrode made of  CNTs,  and six main parts  will
be covered.

1. At first, some basic theories and parameters for characterizing transparent conductive
materials will be presented so that the following parts of the review can be profound‐
ly understood.

2. CNTs prepared from different methods or modified under various conditions have di‐
verse physical and chemical properties, which will yield films with distinct perform‐
ance. Therefore, in the second part, CNTs of different types will be investigated, and the
performance of the as prepared thin films will be compared.

3. One of the major advantages in using CNTs is their ability to be applied to substrates
from solution, which opens up many alternative deposition techniques. Therefore, one
of the primary research areas for making transparent conductive films is to process the
CNT material into printable inks.The third part will outline major approaches to dis‐
perse CNTs and focus on the most important details with regards to making transpar‐
ent conductive films.

4. In the fourth part, a variety of techniques for making transparent conductive CNT films
will be presented and evaluated.

5. During the solubilization step, non-conducting dispersants are induced, which sacrifice
the conductance of the films a lot. Therefore, post-treatment needs to be done to remove
them for enhancing the performance of the films. In the fifth part, various methods used
to improve the performance of the transparent conductive films after their preparation
will be discussed.
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Finally, the latest progress on CNT transparent conductive films and their applications on
electrical devices will be summarized.

2. Optoelectronic properties

The two most important features for a transparent conductingmaterial are its sheet resist‐
ance ( Rs ) and optical transparency. The sheet resistance is defined as Rs = R(W/L), where R
is DC resistance, W and L are width and length of the film. Grüner et al. [8] developed a
suitable merit, the DC conductivity/optical conductivity (σdc/σop), to compare the perform‐
ance of various transparent conductors based on the standard percolation theory, in which
each bundle of nanotubes was counted as one conducting stick. They assumed the conduc‐
tivity ratio σdc/σop remains constant for nanotube networks with different densities in the
measured optical frequency range. By plotting RsvsT and fitting the data to equation 1, one
can estimate the value ofσdc/σop. This value is often used as a Figure of Merit for transparent
conductors since high values of σdc/σop leads to films with high T and low Rs.

T = 1

1 +
2πσOP

c Rs σdc

(1)

Geng et al. [9] found that this equation can be fitted well to the curve of single-walled car‐
bon nanotube TCFs, nevertheless can not be fitted well with carbon nanotubes of other
types. They modified the equation as follows:

T = t ∙ (1 + 188 (Ω)
Rs

σop

σdc
)-2 (2)

The parameter t may represent the optical property of CNT films. A high t value gives a
high transmittance for the CNT films. The t value of SWCNT films is 0.999, while that of
MWCNT is much lower, around 0.884.

Recently, Coleman et al. [5] modified this model to evaluate thinner (more transparent)
films. They found that the data tend to deviate severely from the fits for thinner films, as
seen from Figure 2. This deviation has been observed before [10-12] and tends to occur for
films with T between 50% and 92%.Thus,σdc/σac fails to describe the relationship between T
and Rsin the relevant regime. The deviation from bulk-like behavior as described in Equa‐
tion1, can be explained by percolation effects [13]. Such effects become important for very
sparse networks of nano conductors. When the number of nanoconductors per unit isvery
low, a continuous conducting path from one side of the sample to the other will generally
not exist.
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Figure 2. Typical graph of transmittance (generally measured at 550 nm) plotted versus sheet resistance for thin films
of nanostructured materials. Reprinted with permission from reference [5] copyright MRS.

As more  nanoconductors  are  added,  at  some point  (the  percolation  threshold)  the  first
conducting path will  be formed. As more material  is  added, more conductive paths are
formed, and the conductivity of the network increases rapidly. Eventually it reached a “bulk-
like” value above which it remains constant. Percolation theory describes how the dc con‐
ductivity of sparse networks depends on network thickness and predicts a non-linear, power
law dependence:

σdc∝  (t - tc)n (3)

where tis the estimated thickness of the network, tc is the thickness associated with the per‐
colation thres hold, and nis the percolation exponent. This leads to a new relationship be‐
tween T and Rs, which applies to thin, transparent networks:

T =  1 + 1
П ( Z0

Rs
)

1

(n+1)
-2

(4)

where Π is the percolative FoM:

П=2
σdc / σop

(Z 0tminσop)n

1/(n+1)
(5)

Here, tmin is the thickness below which the dc conductivity becomes thickness dependent. It
scales closely with the nanostructures’ smallest demision, tmin ≈ 2.33 D. The high Tportion
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of data in Figure 1 was fitted using Equation 4, and good fits allow the calculation of both
nand Π. Analysis of these equations shows that large values of Π but low values of nare de‐
sirable to achieve low Rs coupled with high T, which are used to evaluate the performance
of CNT films with high performance.

In addition to their sheet resistance and optical transparency, the stability and mechanical
durability are also critical criteria to evaluate the performance of transparent conductors.
Undoped CNT films exhibit excellent stability upon exposure to atmospheric conditions, as
seen in Figure 3 [14]. Doping with nitric acid or SOCl2 could decrease the sheet resistance
significantly, however at the expense of sacrificing their stability [15-17]. The sheet resist‐
ance of undoped SWCNT films decreases slightly with increasing temperature, which is
consistent with the electrical behavior of semiconductors. Thermal stability of doped CNTs
is dependent on dopants since elevated temperatures may increase chemical reactions or en‐
hance the desorption of dopants out of the films. CNT-PET thin films are significantly more
flexible than commercial ITO/PET films. They can be bent all the way to 180o without a sig‐
nificant change in resistance, [18] and the conductivity of the films can be retained after 500
bending cycles [19].

Figure 3. Absolute sheet resistance versus time in air of four SWNT films. Reprinted with permission from reference
[14] copyright Wiley.

3. The choice of Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes synthesized from different methods or processes have diverse material
qualities, such as the degree of purity, the defects, their length and diameters, and the chiral‐
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ities, which are presumably important factors in determining the film performance.There‐
fore, the choice of CNTs as well as their further treatment is markedly important. Young
Hee Lee group [9,20] did systematical analysis to investigate the CNT quality dependence.
In their work, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), double-walled carbon nanotubes
(DWCNT), thin multiwalled carbon nanotubes (t-MWCNT) and multiwalled carbon nano‐
tubes (MWCNT) powders were separately dispersed in deionized water with sodium do‐
decyl sulfate (SDS) and dichloroethane (DCE) by sonication and sprayed onto poly (ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) substrates to fabricate thin films. The sheet resistance and transmittance
of each film was measured and compared. As seen in Figure 4, the film’s performance
changes dramatically for different types of CNTs dispersed in deionized water with SDS, as
well as in DCE. The TCFs fabricated with SWCNTs show the best film performance among
all the selected CNTs. The trends of film performances are similar for the TCFs fabricated by
using the CNT solution dispersed in deionized water and in DCE, which is
SWCNTTCF>DWCNTTCF> t-MWCNTTCF>MWCNTTCF. Furthermore, they analyzed the
defects and metallicity by Raman spectra, and found that CNTs with fewer defects and high
content of metallic tubes leads to TCFs with higher conductivity. Nevertheless, in Li’s re‐
port, [21]. MWCNTTCFs exhibit better performance than SWCNTTCFs. They indicated that
MWCNT have more conductive π channels than SWCNTs does, therefore MWCNTs have
better electronic transportability. In the case of a MWCNT where conduction occurs through
the outer most shell, the large diameter of the outernanotube causes the gap to approach 0
eV and the nanotubeto become basically metallic. On the contrary, 2/3 of SWCNTs are semi‐
conducting. The other reason they mentioned is that the MWCNTs they used are longer
than SWCNTs, which could decrease the contacts numbers. Another point needs to be ad‐
dressed is that dimethylformamide (DMF) which was chosen as the solvent in their work is
actually not efficient to exfoliate SWCNTs. Therefore, SWCNTs bundled together which
would open up an energy gap or pseudo gap owing to intertube interactions. We believe
this is a critical reason for the worse performance of SWCNTTCFs in their work.

Figure 4. Characteristic sheet resistance-transmittance curves for various CNT-films. Each curve contains several data
points from films with different numbers of sprays by a CNT solution dispersed in (a) deionized water with SDS and (b)
DCE without dispersant. Reprinted with permission from reference [9].
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SWCNTs synthesized by different methods such as arc discharge (Arc), catalytic chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), high pressure carbon monoxide (Hipco), and laser ablation (Laser)
were also analyzed systematically [20]. After the SWCNT powder was characterized, each of
them was dispersed in deionized water with sodiumdodecyl sulfate (SDS) by sonication fol‐
lowed by aspray process to fabricate the SWCNT film onto PET substrates.By analyzing the
SWCNT film performance varying with the SWCNT parameters, they found that the metal‐
licity of the SWCNTsextracted from G’-band intensity of Raman spectros copy and the de‐
gree of dispersion in the solutionare the most decisive factors in determining the film
performance. Figure 5 shows that the film performance changes dramatically with different
types of SWCNTs. The TCFs fabricated with Arc SWCNTs result in the best film perform‐
ance, consistent with previous report [22]. The sheet resistance of the Arc TCF is ~160Ω/sq at
a transmittance of 80%, which can be used in a wide range of applications from touch panels
to electrodes for future flexible displays.

Figure 5. Characteristic curves of sheet resistance-transmittance of TCFs fabricated by various SWCNTs. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [20].

In order to investigate the underlying reason, CNTs were characterized with SEM, TEM,
TGA and Rama spectra. TEM analysis showed that the diameter of individual nanotube syn‐
thesized with CVD and Hipco process were about 1nm, smaller than those (~1.4 nm) of La‐
ser and Arc SWCNTs. The CVDSWCNTs had the smallest average bundle size, as estimated
from the SEM images, where as the Laser sample exhibited the largest average bundle size
among samples. Carbonaceous particleson the SWCNT bundles are present in the
CVDSWCNTs. The Arc SWCNTs have relatively well-defined crystallinity without amor‐
phous carbonson the tube walls, although the bundle size of the Arc sample is smaller than
that of the Laser sample. Figure 6 disclosed that the influence of the purity of the SWCNT is
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less deterministic, particularlyin CVD and HiPCOSWCNTs, where as the diameter has a
strong correlation to the sheet conductance of SWCNT film. The sheet conductance of the
film increases consistently with increasing diameters of nanotubes, as shown in Figure 6.
This can be attributed to the decreasing band gap with increasing diameters of semi-con‐
ducting SWCNTs. Although individual metallic tubes are independent of the diameters,
there are usually a pseudogap induced by tube-tube interactions, which is also inversely
proportional to thetube diameter. Thus, the conductivityof the metallic nanotubes reveals
the similar diameter dependence to semiconducting ones.

The radical breathing modes (RBM) of Raman spectra were used to characterize the metal‐
licity of SWCNTs [20]. At 514 nm, the Laserand Arc SWCNTs reveal the semiconducting be‐
havior exclusively, on the other hand, CVD and HiPCOSWCNTs containboth metallic and
semiconducting nanotubes. At 633 nm, the Laser and Arc SWCNTs pick up mostly metallic
SWCNTs, where as the CVDSWCNTs retain mostly semiconducting properties (less promi‐
nent Fano line) and the HiPCOSWCNTscontain both the metallic and the semiconducting
behaviors. Other than RBM mode, the G’-band intensity is strongly correlated with the met‐
allicity of SWCNTs. Despite the abundance of metallicity, the presence of defects on then
anotube walls that may act as scattering centersdegrades the conductivity of the SWCNT
network [23]. The intensity of the D-band indicates the amount of defects on the nanotube
walls. Therefore, anappropriate parameter to express conductivity of nanotubes for
SWCNTs is the intensity ratio, G’-band/D-band. High content of metallicity and few defects
on the nanotube walls will be desired for high conductivity of the SWCNT films.

Figure 6. The sheet conductance of TCFs at transmittance of 70% and 80% versus (a) purity and (b) diameter of
SWCNT powders. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20].

The purity affects the conductivity.The diameter contributes to the conductivity via bandg‐
ap described in the previous paragraph. More defects reduce the mean free path of carriers
and decrease the mobility of carriers in nanotubes.The conductivity is proportional to the
metallicity of nanotubes and inversely proportional to the number of scattering centers or
defects [24-26]. Considering all these factors, a material quality factor Qm was defined to
govern the conductivity of SWCNTs:
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where Eg = 0.82/D (eV), Epg = 0.105/D (eV), D is the average diameter of individual
SWCNTs, P is the purity of the sample, Eiis the intrinsic Fermi Level, Ef is the Fermi Level
for the extrinsic semiconductors, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of
the system. Here IS (IM) is defined as
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where AS(AM) is the areal intensity of semiconducting (metallic) peaks of RBMs from Raman
shift. After calculation, it was observed that the sheet conductance reveals a linear relation‐
ship with the material quality factor. Although this empirical formula is not rigorous, it can
provide atleast a means to estimate material quality that governs the conductivity of the
SWCNTTCFs. Forinstance, large diameter, higher purity, less defects (lower intensity of D-
band), and more metallic nanotubes (higher intensity of G’-band) will give better conductiv‐
ity of the SWCNTTC. From this point of view, the Arc TCF is the best sample providing the
highest conductivity in comparison toTCFs made by other types of SWCNTs.

In addition to the material parameters discussed above, the length of SWCNTs is also crucial
to the TCF performance. According to the percolation theory, a conducting path could be
formed at a lower density for longer nanotubes, which means at the same sheet resistance,
TCFs prepared with longer nanotubes should exhibit higher optical transparency. This con‐
jecture has been confirmed by experiments [27,28]. In order to optimize the CNTs quality,
such as their purity, their dispersibility and the content of metallic tubes, some pretreat‐
ments need to be done. Several attempts have been tried to purify the CNT powders.Gener‐
ally, Gas phase reaction or thermal annealing in air or oxygen atmosphere is used to remove
amorphous carbon [29,30]. The key idea with these approaches is a selective oxidative etch‐
ing processes, based on the fact that the etching rate of amorphous carbons is faster than
that of CNTs. Since the edge of the CNTs can be etched away as well as carbonaceous parti‐
cles during the annealing, itis crucial to have a keen control of annealing temperatures and
annealing times to obtain high yield. Liquid-phasereactions in various acids are always con‐
ducted to remove the transitionmetal catalysts [31-33]. Hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and
sulfuric acid are the most commonly used acid, and the purification effect is dependent on
the concentration, the reaction temperature and the reaction time. In addition to their reac‐
tion with metal catalysts, nitric acid and sulfuric acid could induce some carboxyl or hy‐
droxyl groups onto the walls of nanotubes, which will improve their dispersibility in water
[34,35]. However, some damages were introduced during this process. Therefore, subse‐
quent annealing or ammonium treatment was sometimes carried out to repair the wall
structures of the nanotubes to fulfill some special requests.[36]. In order to enhance the con‐
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tent of metallic tubes, discriminated adsorption and separation or ion change chromatogra‐
phy was generally used.

4. CNT Ink Preparation

One of the major advantages in using CNTs overmore conventional metal oxides is their
ability to be applied to substrates from solution, which opens up many alternative deposi‐
tion techniques. Therefore, one of the primary areas of research for making transparent con‐
ductive films is finding ways to process the CNT materials into printableinks.The first part
of the ink making process is in finding suitable ways to disperse the CNT materialinto solu‐
tion. Commercial SWCNTs always aggregated into thick bundles due to their high surface
energy and strong van der Waals force between tubes. However, the conductivity of the
SWCNTTCFs is inversely proportional to the bundle size considering tube-tube junction re‐
sistance [37]. Therefore, it is crucial to exfoliate SWCNT thick bundles into thinner or even
individual ones.

There are three major approaches to dispersing CNTs:

a. dispersing CNTs in neat organic solvents [38,39];

b. dispersing CNTs in aqueous media with the assistant of dispersing agents such as sur‐
factants and biomolecules [40];

c. introducing functional groups which will help draw the CNTs into solution [41].

Each of these methods have advantages and disadvantages in terms of making processable
CNT based inks.

Direct solubilization of CNTs in a suitable solvent is perhaps the simplest and the most fa‐
vorable method from a manufacturing point of view, since there are no solubilization agents
involved which could create processing issues during manufacturing,and also lead to de‐
creased conductivity in the as deposited film. A range of solvents have been tried to exfoli‐
ate SWCNTs, and exhibit tremendous differences on the efficiency. The major issue with
using these organic solvents has beenthe inability to disperse CNTs at a concentration high
enough to be useful for industrial applications ( >0.1 g/L). Recently, workby Prof. Coleman’s
group [42] has shown that the solvent cyclohexylpyrrolidone (CHP) can disperse CNTs up
to 3.5 g/L with high levels of individual tubes or small bundles and can keep stable for at
least one month. However, the high boiling point of this solvent may be an issuein high
speed roll-to-roll manufacturing on plastic. Continuing to search for optimal solvents which
can disperse CNTs at high concentrations and have a reasonably low boiling point (150 oCor
below) could lead to a facile manufacturing process for high performance transparent con‐
ductive films.

Over the years, significant efforts have been devoted to finding a suitable parameter to
guide the selection of good solvents. Three major theories have been proposed, which are
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non-hydrogen Lewis base theory, [43] polar π system and optimal geometry theory [44] and
Hansen parameter [42]. According to non-hydrogen Lewis base theory, all of the solvents
can be divided into three groups on the basis of their properties. Class 1consists of the best
solvents, N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP),N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), hexamethylphos‐
phoramide(HMPA), cyclopentanone, tetramethylenesulfoxide andε-caprolactone (listed in
decreasing order of optical densityof the dispersions), which readily disperse SWNTs, for‐
minglight-grey, slightly scattering liquid phases. All ofthese solvents are characterized by
high values for electron-pair donicityβ[45], negligible values for H-bond donation parameter
α,[46] and high values for solvochromic parameterπ∗. Thus, Lewis basicity (availability of a
free electronpair) without H-donors is key to good solvation of SWNTs.Class 2 contains the
good solvents, toluene, 1,2-dimethylbenzene (DMB),CS2, 1-methylnaphthalene, iodoben‐
zene,CHCl3, bromobenzene and 1,2-DCB. They show α ≈ β ≈ 0 and high valueof π∗. Class 3
entails the badsolvents, n-hexane, ethylisothiocyanate, acrylonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO),water and 4-chloroanisole. Badsolvents would have α = β = π∗ ≈ 0. However, the
high electron-pair donicity alone has proven tobe insufficient, as dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) is not an effectivesolvent for SWNTs even though it contains three lone pairs [47].
A systematic study of the efficiency of a series of amide solvents to disperse as-produced
and purified laser-generated SWNTssuggested that the favorable interaction between
SWNTs andalkyl amide solvents is attributable to the highly polar π systemand optimal ge‐
ometries (appropriate bond lengths and bondangles) of the solvent structures [48]. Howev‐
er, this conclusion is some what undermined by the poor solubility of SWNTs intoluene [47].
Recently, Coleman et al found that the dispersibility of SWCNTs was intimately related with
the Hansen parameters of the solvents and it is more sensitive to the dispersive Hansen pa‐
rameter than thepolar or H-bonding Hansen parameter. The dispersion, polar, and hydro‐
gen bonding Hansenparameter for the nanotubes is estimated to be<δD> = 17.8 MPa1/2,<δP> =
7.5 MPa1/2, and<δH> = 7.6 MPa1/2. Success ful solvents exist in only a small volume of Hansen
space, which is 17 <δD< 19 MPa1/2, 5 <δP< 14 MPa1/2, 3 <δH< 11 MPa1/2. Hansen parameters
have been used successfully to aid solvent discovery. Unfortunately they are not perfect. A
number of non-solvents exist in the region of Hansen parameter space close to the solubility
parameters of nanotubes.

Compared with organic solvent, it is more efficient to exfoliate SWCNTs into thin bundles
or even individual tubes with the assistant of dispersants. The most common dispersants
used in TCFs are anionic surfactants including sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and sodium
dodecylbenzenesulphonate (SDBS). They are preferable dispersants because nanotubes can
be highly exfoliated by them at rather high concentrations [49]. Besides, they nearly have no
absorption over the visible spectrum region. However, they are not without disadvantage.
Large amount of them is needed to exfoliate nanotubes into thin bundles; usually the CMC
(critical micelle concentration) value should be reached [50]. Their residue will increase the
sheet resistance of nanotube films significantly since they are nonconductive. In recent
years, a lot of research has been done on the dispersion of CNTs with biomolecules such as
DNA and RNA [51-54]. There are a number of advantages using them as dispersants.First,
they can coat, separate, and solubilize CNTs more effectively with their phosphate back‐
bones interacting with water and many bases binding to CNTs [55]. DNA wrapped around
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CNTs helically and there were strong π-π interactions between them [56]. Charges were
transferred from the bases of DNA to CNTs leading to the change of their electron structures
and electrical property [57]. 1 mgDNA could disperse an equal amount of as-producedHiP‐
COCNT in 1 ml water, yielding 0.2 to 0.4 mg/ml CNT solution after removal of non-soluble
material by centrifugation. Such a CNTsolution could be further concentrated by ten-fold to
give a concentration as high as 4 mg/ml [52]. Jeynes’s research disclosed that total cellular
RNA showed better dispersion ability than dT(30) which was the most effective oligonucleo‐
tide dispersants in previous reports [54]. Second, the amount of DNA needed to exfoliate
CNTs into thin bundles was much less than common surfactants such as SDS. In Zheng’s
work, the weight ratio between SWCNTs and DNA was 1:1 [52] while the dosage of RNA in
Jeynes’s work was lower, only half amount of the nanotubes [54]. By contrast, ten fold of
SDS was needed to exfoliate SWCNTs efficiently [11,58]. High dosage of dispersant is not
preferred since they are nonconductive and their residue will decrease the conductivity of
the films significantly. Third, they have little absorption over the visible range and will not
decrease the transmittance of CNT films. Last but not least, as biomolecules, they are easily
degraded and removed by acid, base or appropriate enzyme. Jeynes et al [54] have used
RNA to disperse CNTs and digested them by RNase effectively.

Figure 7. Effects of sonication on SWNT bundle length anddiameter. (a) and (b) AFMimage of SWNTs absorbed on a
silicon waferafter (a) 1 h and (b) 21 h of sonication time. (c) Histogram of bundle length distribution taken from sever‐
al AFM images for 1 h (black) and 21 h (red) of sonication. Plot of the (d) average bundle diameter and (e) average
bundlelength for various sonication times measured from AFM images. Reprinted from Ref. [37] copyright AIP.

The final solubilization approach involves functionalizing CNT walls with covalently bond‐
ed molecules. The most commonly used process is introducing carboxyl groups by reacting
with concentrated acid, such as nitric acid and sulfuric acid [59]. Although thismethod has
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been proven to lead to CNT solutions with high concentrations of thin bundles, the films
made from these tubes tend to have extremely low conductivity values, as the functionaliza‐
tion procedure inducesdefects into the pristine CNTsp2 bond structure.

For all solubilization approaches, energy must be imparted to the system to break the strong
van der Wall force between tubes. This is commonly done by mixing techniques such as
high-shear mixing, rotor-stator, three-roll milling, ball milling, homogenizers, and ultrasoni‐
cation. Among these, ultrasonication is the most commonly used and the most efficient tech‐
nique to prepare SWCNT water solution. The vibration of the sonicationtip in the solution
causes pressure waves which expand and collapse dissolved gas in the liquid; the collapse
of these bubbles causes temperature of local zones exceeding 10 000 oC, [60] which can im‐
part enough energy to separate CNTs from each other, long enough for surfactants to sur‐
round the tubes and prevent them from aggregating. However, such high energy of
sonication would introduce defects onto the walls of CNTs or even shorten them [37]. As
seen from Figure 7, the diameter of the bundles decreases sharply from 5 to 3 nm in the first
5 min of sonication, and then remains 2-3 nm after that. However, the length of the tubes
decreases exponentially with sonication time from 4μm initially, to 0.4μm after about 21 h of
sonication. Therefore, suitable sonication powder and time needs to be chosen to make
SWCNT inks with thin bundles and long length.

Figure 8. Freestanding SACNT film drawn out from a230-mm-high SACNT array on an 8-inch silicon wafer. The film in
the visualfield is about 18cm wide and 30cm long. b) SEM image of the SACNT array on the silicon wafer in side view.
c) SEM image of an SACNT film intop view. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63] copyright Wiley
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5. Film Fabrication

Many techniques have been developed to prepare CNT thin films, including both dry and
solution-based methods. Although solution-based techniques are the mostly commonly
used and industry preferred, dry method is negligible for preparing high performance
TCFs. Direct growth of CNT films is one of the typical dry method. CVD can grow CNT
films either randomly distributed or aligned by controlling the gas flow, catalyst patterns, or
by using a substrate with a defined lattice structure [61]. Compared with a solution-based
process, the direct growth method leads to films with individually separated tubes with
fewer defects and better CNT-CNT contact, which leads to highly conductive films [62].
However, films directly grown on a substrate may have significant amounts of residual cata‐
lyst, imprecise density control, and substrate incompatibility for device integration. Further‐
more,CVD is a high vacuum, high temperature process and is not compatible with
substrates used in the emerging plastic electronics field.

Figure 9. Production and performance of SACNTTCFs. a) Illustration of the roll-to-roll setup for producing composite
TCFs. b) A reel of SACNT/PE composite TCF produced by the roll-to-rollsetup. The grey central region of the reel is the
SACNT/PE composite TCF. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63] copyright Wiley.

In 2002, a method was pioneered by Dr Fan’s group [63] and involves drawing out MWCNT
films directly fromas-grown super aligned CNT (SACNT) arrays. An example of such proc‐
ess and films are shown in Figure 8. An SACNT array is a special kind of vertically aligned
MWCNT array having a higher surface density and better alignment of MWCNTs than an
ordinary one.Typically, an SACNT array with an area of 0.01 m2 can be totally converted to
a SACNT film of ~6–10 m2, depending on the height of the SACNT array. Unlike the solu‐
tion-based process, an entire SACNT array can be converted to films without any significant
loss by the drawing process, which will lower the cost. Another crucial advantage of this
solution-free process is that it can be straight forwardly incorporated into a roll-to-roll proc‐
ess to make SACNT/polymer-sheet composite films. In a roll-to-roll process as shown in Fig‐
ure 9a, aSACNT film is drawn out, then sandwiched by a release layer and a substrate layer,
and pressed by two close rollers tightly, forming an SACNT/substrate composite film. The
release layer, suchas a slick paper, protects the SACNT film from sticking to the roller, and
can be peeled off when using the film.Figure 9b shows a reel of SACNT/polyethylene (PE)
compositefilmthat is produced from anentire wafer of SACNT array. The width of the film
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in this reel is about 8 cm, and the length can be over 60 m. In principle, by periodically in‐
serting a new SACNT source wafer, the composite film can be produced continuously by
the roll-to-roll process. Unfortunately, the performance of such as-drawn films is far below
our expectation. In order to improve their performance, the SACNTarrays were trimmed by
the oxygen plasma to reduce their height, since lower arrays give rise to films without large
bundles. Besides, the SACNT films were trimmed by lasers to burn the outmost CNTs of the
bundles and to make the bundles thinner. After treatment, films with excellent performance
(24 Ω/sq @ 83.4%, 208 Ω/sq @ 90%) were obtained, and successfully used as touch panels.

Compared with dry method, solution-based method is much easier to prepare CNT films
with high reproducibility. Perhaps the simplest way to make CNT films is by filtering the
solution of dispersed tubes over a porous filter membrane. Filtration leads to highly uniform
and reproducible films, and has precisely control over density [64]. Therefore, this method is
often used to evaluate CNT materials and dispersion quality. Deposition method does not
have the issues on the wetting on various substrates and it works well with extremely dilute
CNT solutions. Another merit deserve to be addressed is that some excess dispersants could
be washed away during the filtering process, which could enhance the conductance of the
films. To our experience, films prepared with filtration method always show higher conduc‐
tance than films prepared with spray coating or rod-coating method, since all of the disper‐
sants resided in the films in the later methods. Since the films are deposited onto filters, a
transfer from filters to other substrates is generally needed. Accordingly, transfer methods
such as PDMS method [65]. Laser transfer method and microwave assisted method were de‐
veloped [66]. The limitation of this method is that the size of the films is constrained by the
filter, and is difficult to scale up. It is likely that this method will continue to be restricted to
academic research.

In addition to vacuum assisted filtration, there are other deposition techniques that are use‐
ful for small scalelab testing. These include spray coating, [11] spin coating, [67] dipcoating,
[68] and draw-downs using a Mayer rod or Slot Die [69]. Spray coating is a simple and quick
method to deposit CNT films. Typically, CNT ink is sprayed onto a heated substrate. The
substrate is heated to facilitate the drying of the liquid. The set temperature for the substrate
is adjusted by the choice ofsolvent. By using diluted solution and multiple spray coating
steps, homogeneous films can be obtained. Bundling mayhappen during the drying process
after the sprayed mist of CNT has hit the PET substrate. Thus, it is difficult to get good film
uniformity. The most widespread deposition method involves depositing solution on a sub‐
strate by Mayer Rod or Slot Die, followed by controlled drying. Aheating bar is used to con‐
trol the drying process.This technique can be used to coat directly onto polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), glass, and other substrates at room temperature and in a scalable way.
Inkjet printing is an old and popular technology due to its ability to print fine and easily
controllable patterns, noncontact injection, solution saving, and high repeatability [62]. It is
very prevalent inprinted electronics. In a typical ink jet printing process, the droplet size is
around~10 pL and, on the substrate, has a diameter of around 20-50 μm. Printing on paper is
much easier than printing on a plastic or glass substrate, due to the high liquid absorption of
the paper, which avoids the dewetting of the liquid on substrates. The liquid droplet and
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substrate interactionis crucial for uniform drying of the liquid. The most useful deposition
technique is roll to roll coating of CNT inks onto continuous rolls of plastics. This technique
can coat film up to 2 m wide at speeds up to 500 m/min.One such roll-to-roll coating line
running continuously would have the equivalent output of 30 traditional sputter coaters,
and could produce enough film to satisfy half of the available touch panel market. Examples
of various film fabrication methods were shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. a) Transparent CNT film pulled from vertically grown CNT forest; b) CNT film transferred to PET using PDMS
stamp. c) CNT film spray coated onto large areaplastic; d) Mayer rodcoating schematic. e) Image of CNT film being
coated by slot die f) Roll of printed CNTfilm. g) Inkjet printed CNT lines. Reprinted with permissions from Ref. [4] copy‐
right Wiley

6. Post-Treatment of CNT Films

During the preparation of CNT water solutions, dispersants are always introduced to assis‐
tant the exfoliation of CNT bundles. Since these dispersants are insulating, their residue decrease
the conductance of CNT films significantly. Hence, post-treatments to remove these disper‐
sants are necessary for preparing TCFs with high performance. In addition to remove the
dispersants, doping is the other goal of post-treatment. In addition to rinsing with water, acid
treatment is the most commonly used method to post-treat CNT films. As reported by Geng,
11 the sheet resistance of CNT films reduced by a factor of 2.5 times after treatment in concen‐
trated nitric acid owing to the removal of surfactants SDS. Except their function on remov‐
ing dispersants, concentrated nitric acid is often used to p-dope CNTs and enhances their
conductivity [70]. Although nitric acid was effective to remove dispersants, they induced p-
doping of CNTs, which will lead to instability of the films [71]. Besides, PET substrates will
turn brittle after long time acid treatment. To solve this problem, Dr Sun’s group developed
a novel technique combing base treatment and short time acid treatment [72]. In their work,
biomolecule RNA was chosen was the dispersant since they are easily degraded by base, acid
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and RNase. After depositing CNT films onto a PET substrate, they were immersed in the 5 wt
% NaOH solution for one hour, and then treated with nitric acid for 10 min. The sheet resistance
decreased significantly after treatment with NaOH solution owing to the removal of RNA
molecules. After treatment with nitric acid, the RNA molecules were removed further and
SWCNTs were slightly doped, therefore, the sheet resistance was reduced further. Base treat‐
ment combining short time acid treatment could remove RNA molecules efficiently as well as
retaining the flexibility of PET substrates and the stability of the films.

7. Application of CNTTCFs

CNTTCFs have found a range of applications, among which we focus on the touch screens,
plat panel displays, solar cells and OLEDs.

Touch screen is almost omnipresent in our daily life, such as in cell phones, tablet computers
and many other electronics. Transparent electrodes are an essential component in most
types of touch screens. High optical transmittance (＞ 85%) and low sheet resistance Rs (＜
500 Ω/sq) are normally needed for touch screens. Meanwhile, extremely excellent durability,
flexibility, and mechanical robustness are required given that the touch screen may be under
indentation for millions of times. The mechanical robustness demonstrated by CNT touch
panels give promises for increasing the lifetime and durability of current touch screens.
There are a variety of touchscreen technologies that sense touch in different ways.Figure 11a
shows the basic device structure and the transparent conductor arrangement for a 4-wire an‐
alog resistive touchpanel. These panels use two continuous electrodes separated by hemi‐
spheres of polymeric “spacer dots” that are10–100 μm in radius and 1–2.5 mm apart. Only at
the edges (where electrode attachment occurs) is the transparent electrode patterned. Sur‐
face capacitive devices share the same type of continuous conductor whereas the projected
capacitive deviceuses transparent conductors with specific patterning into predefined geo‐
metries. Resistive touch panels function by current driven measurements andcapacitive de‐
vices depend on capacitive coupling with the input device. Both panel types utilize signal
processing controllers todetermine X-Y and sometimes Z position of inputs.

The mechanical durability of the transparent conductors is very important for resistive
touch panels, since it involves compressive, sheer, and tensile stress every time it works.
Their working process can be summarized as [4]:

1. Deformation of the touchside electrode–compressive, tensile

2. Contact of the touch sideand device side–compressive, shear

3. Contact of touch sideelectrode with spacer dots–compressive, shear

4. Extreme deformationof touch side electrode near edge seal–high tensile.

Compressive stress is not required to activatethe projected capacitive (ProCap) touch panels
(of which theiPhone is a prime example). The ProCap touch panels are activated by a capaci‐
tive coupling with a suitable input device. Thus, there willnot be the mechanical flexing is‐
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sues in ProCap devices. Still, the mechanical properties of the conducting layer are
important since the conductors may be patterned to a size assmall as 10 μm in width. Metal
oxides patterned to such small dimension become susceptible to cracking, fractures,and
thermal cycling stress.

Figure 11. a) Schematic of four-wire resistive touch panel operation and functional layers; b) Schematic of the contact
resistance experienced at the interface between two rough conductive layers separated by a very thin dielectric; c) Pho‐
tograph of touch panel utilizing CNT film as touch electrode. Reprinted with permission form Ref. [4] copyright Wiley

Display panels are produced at nearly 1.7 billion unitsannually (1.2 billion mobile phones,
200 million televisions,150 million laptops, and 200 million desktop, machine interfaces,
monitors etc. There are four common types of displays, which are electrowetting displays
(EWD), electrochromic displays (ECD), electrophoretic displays (EPD) and liquid crystal
displays (LCD). Currently, LCD devicesare manufactured in the greatest number and will
be the mainsubject of this section. A transparent conductor’smajor role in LCD/EPD devices
is to serve as pixel and common electrodes. An interesting advantage of using CNT films for
LCD is the ability to use them possibly as both the transparent electrode and the alignment
layer [73]. Recently, Lee et al demonstrated high performance TN-LC cells with ultra-thin
and solution-processible SWNT/PS-b-PPP nanocomposite alignmentlayers. At an optimized
SWNT density, a nanocompositegave rise to low power operation with a super-fast LC re‐
sponsetime of 3.8 ms, which is more than four times faster than thaton a commercial polyi‐
mide layer due to the locally enhancedelectric field around individually networked SWNTs.
Furthermore,TN-LC cells with their SWNT nanocomposite layers exhibited high thermal
stability up to 200 oC without capacitance hysteresis.

Transparent electrodes are the essential components forphotovoltaic devices. The traditional
electrodes for photovoltaic devices is ITO, which has high transmittance and low sheet re‐
sistance (~10-20 Ω/aq with the transmittance of 90%). However, their application was con‐
strained by the high price of indium. Besides, the brittleness of ITO limited their usage in
flexible devices, which will be a developing trend in the future. Therefore, replacing materi‐
als need to be developed. Carbon nanotubes are promising candidates since they have ex‐
tremely high conductivity, high work function of 4.7-5.2 eV, relatively low cost and excellent
flexibility. Besides, they are easy to be deposited into film via solution based process. Glat‐
kowskiet al. [74] reported on the application of transparent CNT electrodesand found a PE‐
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DOT:PSS coating dramatically improves the device efficiency from 0.47% to 1.5%. The thin
layer of PEDOT:PSS can smooth the CNT surface and enhance the charge transfer according
to their investigation. In Hu’s work, [75] flexible transparent electrodes were fabricated by
printing SWCNT solutions on plastic substrates. The SWCNT films have a sheet resistance
of 200 Ω/sq with a transmittance of 85%. The achieved efficiency of 2.5% (AM1.5G) ap‐
proaches that of the controldevice made with ITO/glass (3%). Furthermore, the flexibility is
far superior to devices using ITO coated on the same flexible substrate material. However,
there are several aspects that need to be solved for CNT based electrodes.

1. Long termelectrical stability;

2. Occasional shorting betweenthe cathode and anode due to protruding CNTs;

3. Relatively high sheet resistance.

Light emitting diodes have an opposite light electricity coupling process as solar cells. Ap‐
plications of nanoscale materials based transparent electrodes are mainly focused on organic
light emitting diodes which hold great promise for the future electronics. In Aguirre’s work,
carbon nanotube anodes were implemented in small molecule OLED devices and achieved
performance comparable to ITO-based anodes [76]. Recently, Feng et al [77] proposed a sin‐
gle walled carbon nanotubes-based anodes for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) by
spray-coating process without any use of surfactant or acid treatment. A layer of DMSO
doped PEDOT:PSS was spray-coated on the SWCNT sheets to not only lessen the surface
roughness to an acceptable level, but also improve the conductivity by more than three or‐
ders of magnitude. For the produced SWCNT-based OLEDs, a maximum luminance 4224
cd/m2 and current efficiency 3.12 cd/A were achieved, which is close to the efficiency of ITO-
based OLEDs.
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